SPECIAL PAINT MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS FOR F650/F750


Minimum order quantities for Custom Paint:
-

F650-F750:
F650-F750:

3 units@ std published price in CVT
1 unit @ std price plus premium price

F650-F750 CUSTOM PAINT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Submit an inquiry via CVT stating the paint code, paint supplier and description of the desired
color. The quickest and surest way to get the color desired is to supply a paint standard to the
VSO option development analyst. A paint standard or panel is the actual primer and paint
desired sprayed onto an approximate 3 inch by 5 inch piece of steel.
2. The VSO department will respond via an inquiry response if the color is feasible, how much it
will cost and how long it will take to develop the new color and get it to the plant.
3. If the dealer wants to proceed, he must submit his orders via CVT with any existing RPO color
and selecting the IHD VSO option from CVT. This puts the orders on VSO hold. The VSO
department will not proceed to develop a new paint color until the orders are submitted on VSO
hold and the VSO department is notified with the Dealer code / Body Type / Order numbers of
the orders and a reference to the inquiry number.
4. The requested color will be matched and then a proposed paint panel sample along with a
completed custom paint approval form will be sent to the dealer.
5. The paint sample must be approved and signed off by the fleet customer and then returned
back to the VSO option development analyst.
6. The VSO Department will provide a Special Paint Formulation ID to the ordering dealer to use
when submitting the orders.
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